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Abstract: To ease the ever changing scenario of material handling equipment & to make an economic 

alternative to already existing such equipment in selected field, we are presenting our project title which uses 

compressed air & related mechanism as a means of transporting load from one place to another. By the use of 

compressed air (i.e. Pneumatic system), we can create torus structure on rubber tubes to transport a load from 

one place to another similar to the concept of a hovercraft. The generation of air spaces thus helps in producing 

enough lift such that we can lift the given load. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Problem Summary:-  

In present day industrial world, many changes in the field of material handling is ongoing.  The use of different 

tools for better material handling system is becoming a necessity.  The problem faced in this field is that when a 

new small/micro industry enters the market, it may not have the financial conditions to afford big scale material 

handling equipments at its helm to survive in this ever competitive market. Also many expensive material 

handling types of equipment have space constraint or noise constraint which sometimes proves difficult for 

operators. Some operators have to sometimes lift the load manually which may prove quite dangerous. Different 

material handling equipments like fixed beam arm system is economical but cannot cover big distances & can 

only are used up to a fixed range area.  So to develop a system which overcomes such difficulty while bearing in 

mind economic cost & also well being of worker is a must in developing a new proposed model. 

 

o Objectives 

 To reduce workload for industrial workers.  

 To provide better workplace experience.  

 To develop environment friendly mechanism in today’s competitive market. 

 To reduce overall costs of transport mechanism in favour of company budget.  

 To develop a system to overcome different difficulties & improve it further for better efficiency. 

 

 METHODOLOGY, PRINCIPLE & DESIGN 

o Principle & Working 

Our proposed system works on the basis of pneumatic air supply system. When air is supplied to a given system, 

the entire handling system can be lifted up to required height & we can easily fulfil material handling purposes. 

The lift obtained in our system should be such that desired level of weight is lifted which aids in the procedure 

of material handling. The lift obtained is little or equal to 0.5 cm from ground level by application of pneumatic 

air systems. 
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By application of proper air supply, we can easily achieve our required target weight lifting capacity which aids in 

our material handling equipment. The arrangement can then be moved by application of simple light push where 

it can move towards our required direction without any further more effort. 

 

We have also put into action in modifying our current arrangement such that it becomes even more efficient 

than before. We can if possible use sensor systems like path follower attached in our arrangement, we can he

guide the path for our mechanism without the need for observation. The arrangement will arrive when & where 

required by such modification. 

Front & Bottom View: 

Fig (Front & Bottom View
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(Front & Bottom View) (Prototype Principle) 
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Base platform: It is used to hold the mechanism & it can be said as the spinal cord of the project. The base 

platform is made of MS steel so that its working capacity is good & it remains efficient for a long time for good 

usage. The landing pad is where entire load of the operation is focused & it gets deflated. It gets a slight lift in air 

to move the structure with relative ease. 

 

Circular plate: They are used to hold rubber sheet with the help of nut & bolts. This is also termed as rings 

which are also made of metal. There are small holes provided in different calculated distances at the arc edges of 

the rings such that fasteners can be used to hold the entire body in one place & to prevent any shock load which 

can lead to failure. 

 
PVC Pipe: It is a flexible pipe which is used to supply air to CI pipe. It is connected to different junctions of 

the body. It is also very important component as it carries compressed air from a compressor to air bags. It is 

usually connected via T joint or a 4 way junction so that no overlaying pipes are needed to be implemented. 
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Cast Iron Pipe: It is used for the supply of air to the rubber sheets from the compressor. It is the longest used 

pipe in our model. It has an additional nozzle at mouth end so as to regulate the flow & pressure of compressed 

air being fed. The other end is connected to a junction so air is passed further onto the system. 

 
Fig. Nozzle 

 

3.3 Rubber Air Bag/Sheet:  

 

 
 

Fig 3.2 (Rubber bag/sheet) 

Rubber sheet:It is used for air storage & air pocket generation which is used for moving the mechanism. Is a 

major source as compressed air is very important for working. Material used is polyurethane rubber. This type of 

rubber is very important for material handling systems as it has very low heat resistance (at nearby 70° C) which 

is a very critical feature since almost negligible friction is required during working process. It has good 

mechanical strength which is also helpful in supporting the base load so as to not break down during operation. 

Also the shock absorption feature of this type of rubber is also beneficial. The air bag is made of reinforced 

rubber. 
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3.4 Model 

 

 
Fig 3.3 (Model) 

Upper platform: It is used to protect inner mechanism & used to load the components on it. All parts & design 

are as shown in figure. (Used as an illustration only) 

 For Design Calculation purposes, we have to consider following data for our model; 

L = 800mm 

b = 800mm 

w = 981N 

F = 100 N 

 

 For distributing uniform load across entire base plate , 

Mmax = Wl2/8 

 

= 7.848 N/mm2 

 

 Thickness of plate ; 

           t = 3 to 4 mm 

 

AIR PRESSURE CALCULATIONS; 

(For supply pipe diameter) 

d = 10 mm 

P = 40 psi (minimum air compressor pressure) 

N = 4 

T = 95° C (Optimum air compressor temperature) 

 

When considering given conditions as Operational Pressure = 90 psi, standard hose length <50 mm, pipe 

diameter ¼’’ (approx.);  

We get, Q = 0.0468 m3/s (CFS) 

Dividing for 4 outlet spaces:0.0468/4 = 0.0117 m3/s air inlet is required 
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 OPC : 

 
Fig. Operation Process Chart 

3.6 Components List: 

Sr. No. Part Name Quantity 

1 Metal Sheet(800 mm) 1 

2 Wooden Plate(1000 mm) 1 

3 Connector Pipe 1 

4 4 way pipe connector 1 

5 Inlet Pipes (30 cm) 4 

6 Rubber Sheet(Butyl) 4 

7 Metal Rings(32 cm) 4 

8 Air Pressure Adjusting Nozzle 1 

9 Fasteners(M6 & M8) ~35 

  

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

o What will we do? 

Procurement of parts: 

Listing down which parts are necessary to buy or which parts can be modified after purchase should be listed 

down. Also to be considered is how much required quantity of parts are to be obtained so as to avoid 

accumulating excess stocking of extra parts. 

Manufacturing of Base: 

Base support is the most important feature of our system as failure to lift the load or even breaking of even a 

single bolt fastener can lead to failure of movement of our system. Base manufactured is of metal material which 

has all features of resistance to atmospheric conditions for a prolonged period of time.  
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o How is the system assembled? 

Firstly all equipments must be handy as this can be a onetime process. Drilling in rings is done so as to 

accommodate fasteners in it. The rings are attached to metal base plate. The connection & rigidity of rings & 

base plate is due to fasteners only. After the rings are attached to base plate, pipes of given diameter are 

assembled by either the use of T joint or a 4 way joint. Neck flanges are used to connect the pipe with ring 

structure. After that, wooden support plate is put above the entire structure. The wooden plate is supported by 

long length bolts which are clamped such that the wooden plate does not vibrate or get inclined when under 

pressure during operation. The structure is then connected to air compressor where the process of material 

handling gets started. 

 

o Applications 

 Can be used in Micro to small as well as in big industries 

 Used in malls & storage places where transfer of objects is to be done 

 In garage & automobile workshops 

 

o Future Scope 

 By proper applications used & modifications applied, this model sees its potential in many different fields of 

material handling as an economical way for micro/small scale industries. 

 Easy to replace parts without major breakdown leads to increased production time when used in future. 

 In power generation plants for heavy load transport. 
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